
Preparing young people for adult life, work and further study



Introductory Reflections

• What does enrichment look like and how does this support students in their readiness 
for adult life?

• How do we promote Fundamental British Values and Equality and Diversity?

• How do we develop student understanding of the world of work?

• How do we develop the skills and qualities students need for adult life, work and 
further study?

• How were these issues explored by Ofsted during inspection? 

What do you feel your school / college does very well in relation to this workshop’s focus?

What do you feel your school / college could improve in relation to this workshop’s focus?

Is there anything specific that you’re particularly keen to find out more about?



Introductions



What does enrichment look like and how does this support students in their 
readiness for adult life?

Subject, super and extra curricular

2 year subject enrichment timetable for all subjects and qualifications

Ofsted were really 
interested in this!



Enrichment plan example



Enrichment plan example



Enrichment plan example



How is this tracked/recorded?

• Subject 2 year plans submitted prior to the start of term

• Pastoral logs on Cedar

• Independent Learner Profile (ILP)



Extra and super curricular

• Wednesday afternoon 
timetabled session

• Delivered by staff



Excel@NCD

Fundamental British Values

Study Cycle

Metacognition

CHARACTER BUILDINGSTUDY SKILLS

OPTIC

CAREERS

College values

Wider curriculum

Care
Challenge
Candour
Commitment
Collaboration

Democracy
Rule of law
Tolerance
Individual liberty
Mutual respect

Organisation
Problem solving
Team work
Initiative
Communication

Advice

Activities

Next steps

Preview
Attend
Review
Study
Assess

Current, preview, review
Retrieval practice
Spaced learning
Deeper thinking

Academic literacy
Wider reading
Recent developments
Subjects in the news
Subject specific enrichment

Open Events
Interview and enrolment
Progress Tutors
Subject teachers
University of Hull drop ins
Study Support

Careers and HE Day
Apprenticeship Week
Careers enrichment
Work experience
Raising Aspirations
Parental engagement

UCAS tutorials
Careers tutorials
Universities and employers
Guest speakers
Visits

Extra-curricular activities

Subject specific enrichment

Careers and progression activities

ENRICHMENT

Clubs and societies
Health and wellbeing
Leadership and life experiences
Sport
Charity work
Volunteering

Trips and visits
Guest speakers
Competitions
Events
Read, Watch, Do

University
Apprenticeships
Employers



How do we promote Fundamental British Values and Equality and 
Diversity?

What are the five Fundamental British Values? Do your 
staff have a good understanding?

What does your setting do to promote FBV?

What expectations do you have of students with regards 
to understanding and demonstrating E&D?



How do we promote Fundamental British Values and Equality and Diversity?

E&D calendar

E&D committee – student and staff

Staff CPD and training



How do we promote Fundamental British Values and Equality and 
Diversity?

FBV and E&D is identified in every subject area

Subject teachers discuss where the values fit into topic area with in the specification and/or 
behaviours and values in the classroom

FBV in the news – half termly email/communication with 
students and staff

Each value is listed on the student lanyards



How do we develop the skills and qualities students need for adult life, work and further study?

• OPTIC embedded into academic and personal development 
curriculum

• Academic literacy
• Enrichment
• Tutorial programme designed to develop wider academic 

and social skills
• Work experience
• Careers and HE day



• How do we develop student understanding of the world of work?

• College standards and expectations

• OPTIC

• Work experience opportunities

• Industry enrichment/Visiting speakers

• Careers and HE day

• Tutorial programme



How were these issues explored by Ofsted during inspection? 

These were identified in Lead Inspector’s letter to inspection team at the start of inspection

Careers and Progression
Quality of careers provision for students not progressing to HE
Progress made in increasing engagement with work experience

Personal Development
Embedding of Fundamental British Values
The college's approach towards reporting of sexual harassment and the promotion of healthy relationships

Enrichment
Although referenced in the introduction letter, not specifically given as a focus for inspectors

These things were mentioned on our Quality Improvement Plan as areas of focus in 2021/22!



Questions for teachers and middle leaders

Careers and Progression
How many of your students in this subject go to university?

How many of your students go on to study your subject at university?

How many of your students go on to employment or apprenticeships?

How we support students not intending to progress to HE?

How do you support students with your next steps?

Personal Development
How do you get students ready for their next steps?

Enrichment
Do your students take part in any competitions or activities that go 
beyond their studies?



Subject staff were able to confidently....

... talk about the proportion of students that went to HE and 
employment / apprenticeships, the proportion of the 
cohort that studied their course (or related courses) at 
university.

… talk about the visiting speakers and trips they'd taken 
students on (or were planning to), activities they've done 
around OPTIC skills, support with personal statements.

… talk about the above and how they ask students to record 
work as if they were an industry professional.

… discuss the use of the study cycle and and how this 
prepared students for future study and retaining 
information long term

... discuss their plans through the use of the subject two 
year enrichment plan

Middle leaders were able to confidently....

...talk about how their subject areas 
implemented activities to support progression, 
further study skills and enrichment

Everything that we 
said, the 

inspectors wanted 
evidence of



Questions for the students

Can you talk to me about how 
your teacher helps you learn 

about more than just the 
subject?

How are you made 
to feel prepared for 

life after college?

Do you feel that your teacher 
cares about you and how you 

do?
Can you give an example?

How does college help you to 
understand about equality 
and diversity? Do you know 

what this means?
Can you give some examples?

What support are you given 
for your next steps?Do you know what 

you want to do after 
college? How has 

college helped with 
this decision?



How did we prepare as Senior Leaders – The Ofsted file

Careers and Progression
• Copy of relevant pages from SAR
o 2021 Destinations
o Our approach to careers, employability and preparation for next steps
o Proportion of students who had engaged in physical (very small) and virtual work experience
o Proportion of students who had at least 1, 2 or 3+ industry and/or HE encounters

• Comparison of 2021 Destinations with historical local and national benchmarks
• Summary of LEP priorities (Doncaster, Sheffield and Leeds) and where our course offer fits in
• Intended Destinations of Y13
• Summary of support for students not progressing to HE
• Careers Programme

Personal Development
• Safeguarding headlines figures
• Deep dive areas exploring FBV and sexual harassment in term 1
• Results from SPOC data – both pastoral and academic

Enrichment
• Two year subject enrichment plans
• Extra curricular outline of activities across the inspection and plans for the year
• Participation rates from previous years, including by groupings
• Current participation rates across activities



Plenary Reflection

Can you identify some key priorities / strategies / systems 
that you could introduce or develop further within your 
own school or college?




